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HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY 2021

DR. EKTA DHAWAN
PRINCIPAL

The Preschoolers studying in Nursery as well as Kindergarteners studying in Grade
KG I & II celebrated Mother's Day - 2021 with fervor to honour and respect Mothers.
It was celebrated based on a theme 'A mother deserves a crown everyday.' To salute
motherhood as well as recognise the influence of mothers in society! Preschoolers &
Kindergartners crafted special Greeting cards and Crowns in commemoration.

Dear Parents
I hope this message finds you healthy and well.
We are in the home stretch of the school
year, and we're lo okin g to fin ish strong
balancing hard work with celebrating our Eagles'
successes. The changes this year have been
challenging, but the students have shown their
resilience and have lifted us up throughout the
year. Their positivity and excitement for learning
brighten our days, and we're grateful we're able
to spend the time together. We only have a few
weeks left until our students & staff gets a much
deserved Summer Break! Our students have done
a tremendous job till now to overcome so many
challenges and I encourage everyone to really try
and take a “brain break” on their weeks off. In
addition to all of our extracurricular activities, the
month of June will be a busy testing month as we
look forward to hosting an exciting Virtual
Summer Camp for the tiny tots of Kindergarteners
i.e. a bouquet of Fun Classes of Dance, DIY/Craft
etc. I am of the strong belief that all the little ones
will be participating in this camp with great zeal
and enthusiasm and will enjoy it. In closing, I
want to reiterate my gratitude for your continued
support and wish you and your family good health
and good spirits. Warmer weather and better times
are here! God Bless us all !

ART & CRAFT TUTORIALS - PAPER CRAFT HOBBY
Today's technology-driven
children tend to be attracted
to gadgets. Therefore,
necessary to encourage
preschoolers to pick up a
craft hobby which may give
them an exposure to
outdoor activities, bring
them closer to nature, and
provide a suitable outlet to
spike their CREATIVITY.
To p r o v i d e t h e s a m e
exposure, the Preschoolers
studying in Grade Nursery
were made to actively
engage in Art & Craft
Tutorials Dt: 03-05-2021.
The activity aided in getting
familiar, understanding and
acquiring knowledge of shapes, figures and sizes. Preschoolers enjoyed handling paper
to craft a 'Friendly Bear'. Preschoolers were instructed by Jyoti Sharma, Amanpreet
Kaur & Isha Kashyap.

Tanu Behl
Mother of Trishika Behl (Nur - D)
A school is a building surrounded by four
walls with future inside. I as a parent
appreciate the efforts made by the school
as well as the teachers. Whatever the
situation may be, how so ever tough the
times are, BLPS teachers have been
exemplary in their efforts and hard work.
I am glad to ‘thankyou’ the leader, the
Principal, Dr. Ekta Dhawan and all faculty
members who are engaging children in
productive and constructive operations
like giving weekly tasks, exercising and
various joyful activities. Weeks passes by
and the small little joy keep multiplying.
In these apprehensive times of Covid-19
when whole human race is fighting
against fear and uncertainty of existence,
I would like to thank from my heart to the
Principal, teachers and all other staff
members who are burning midnight oil to
give their best through this new mode of
teaching i.e. Online classes.

FANCY DRESS CONTEST 2021-22

Scholastic and co - scholastic activities are held at School to
develop life skills and leadership qualities through experiential
learning. Kindergarten Wing held its Annual Fancy Dress Contest
2021 Dt: 14-5-2021 for participation by the students of Grade
KG–II. The Fancy Dress contest was an exciting time for our
Kindergarteners. The online contest was very colourful & most
participants were full of Zest. Our kindergarteners were
encouraged to participate in the fancy dress contest to develop
confidence, speaking to an audience. Participating in such
contests aids in removal of stage fear in young students.

SALAD MAKING COMPETITION 2021-22
Salads are a tasty, nutritious way to get our kids eating at least
two servings of vegetables filled with the nutrients they need
to grow big and strong, once our child finds his or her love for
salads, they will be making them independently! Keeping in
view, school conducted its Annual Intra class Parent Child
Duet Salad Making Competition - 2021, Dt: 1-5-2021. The
contest invited Parent/Child joint venture participation,
Grade I through to Grade V. The students - parent teams
prepared and displayed copious types of both vegetable and
fruit salads such as Cucumber salad, Veg. Combo salad,
Jumbo salad and many more indigenous salads using
commonly available ingredients. The participants explained
the specialty of their respective salad preparations & also,
spoke about the nutritional importance of including salad in
our regular diet for maintaining good health. The Contest
was judged on the basis of the following criteria: a) Creative
recipe including types of dressings Workmanship, b)
Taste, c) Presentation / Plating when served & d) Nutritional
value.

TEACHER'S MESSAGE
As a kindergarten instructor, my prime motive is to integrate young children into the world of learning
by teaching them social skills, personal hygiene, basic reading skills, art, and music. My main focus
is to prepare the children for the higher grades of elementary school, as well as certain aspects of life
outside of the educational system. I personally feel that kindergarten is the bridge between early
childhood care and elementary school; it is a very important year for students. I get over brimmed with
euphoria when I assist these tiny tots to learn basic skills in reading and writing in addition to
showing them how to behave in the classroom and play nicely with others, whether it's in a group setting Isha Kashyap
or doing artwork quietly on their own. By making the little ones acknowledged with different shapes KG Instructor
and colours, as well as how to recognize different letters of the alphabet and basic numbers - at least
one through ten, I try to prepare them for grade one and further grades in elementary school, where
they learn advanced concepts within these areas.

CIRCLE HOUR : CONVERSATION
Q1. Write any two fruits which are green in colour?
Ans. Grapes and Guava are green in colour.
Q2. Write any two fruits which are red in colour?
Ans. Apple and Strawberry are red in colour.
Q3. Write any two fruits which are yellow in colour?
Ans. Banana and Mango are yellow in colour.
Q4. Which is your favourite fruit?
Ans. My favourite fruit is ………. .

SONG OF THE MONTH
On Mother's Day
On Mother's Day
Oh, how I love you mom.
On Mother's Day
On Mother's Day
Oh, how I love you mom.
You give me joy and happiness.
I give you love, a hug and kiss.
On Mother's Day
Oh, how I love you mom.
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